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Executive Summary
Introduction, Background and Aims
The main background to the annex is the increasing awareness about industrial excess heat as a
potential resource for contributing to an improved economy and sustainability in larger systems.
Annex XV Task 1 was finalized in the spring 2015. In that work, groups from Denmark, Germany,
Norway, Portugal, Sweden and the US participated.
Based on the Task 1 results, four areas for further work were identified, which became the four
subtasks in Task 2. They are:
•
•
•
•

In-depth evaluation and inventory of excess heat levels
Methodology on how to perform an inventory in practice
Possible policy instruments and the influence on future use of excess heat
Technology Development

In Task 2, groups from Austria, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Norway, Portugal, and Sweden
participated.
The deliverables from Task 2 are:
•
•
•

a synthesis report on findings in the projects included in the task as well as reported in
literature, as well as findings from the Task 2 meetings,
a recommendation for further work internationally (to be included in the synthesis report),
one report from each participant project (one or more per country).

There have been in total 11 meetings in the task, including 3 face-to-face meetings.
In the following, a summary of the contents and findings in the report is presented.

Methodology on how to perform an inventory in practice
The different approaches for performing an inventory has been divided into three different categories:
•
•
•

Questionnaires to companies
Industrial energy system identification and process integration methodologies
Use of existing knowledge of real plants or ”model” plants for different industry types and
identification of excess heat levels

Questionnaires to companies
Through questionnaires, information about excess heat opportunities can be collected with a
reasonably small effort for the industry. A main problem, however, is the low rate of response or
completion, reported from all projects. Some suggestions to improve that, according to the reports,
would be to make the procedure in a step-wise manner with telephone call, questionnaire send-out,
visit and discussion and a follow-up visit.
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Regarding quality of received data in questionnaire approaches, it seems to differ between industry
types and individual plants. The larger and more energy intensive the industry is, the better knowledge
seems to be available in-house (through e. g. energy managers). On the other hand, complex energyintensive industries often have complex heat exchanger networks, which may make it more difficult to
identify the real excess heat levels, both amounts and temperature levels, without a deeper study. The
directly observable level may sometimes lead to an underestimation.
As discussed above, in the questionnaire approach, directly “visible” excess heat sources are not
seldom reported, i.e. measurable excess heat from different unit operations. This would normally give
a good estimation about available levels for industries, having simple or moderately complicated
energy systems. For complex industries, especially industries having a complex heat exchanger
network for both process heat and utilities, the identification of excess heat amounts and temperatures
can become more difficult.
Industrial energy system identification and process integration methodologies
With process integration methods, a more detailed picture of excess heat opportunities can be
achieved. However, they need considerably more information about the energy system and more time
and efforts from both energy managers and process integration experts. These more advanced methods
are probably of interest in energy intensive industries, having complex heat exchanger networks.
Some new and interesting process integration, pinch analysis-based, methods and tools have been
presented and demonstrated by the Austrian and Swedish teams. The Austrian team has developed a
tool package, in which the whole chain can be studied and the Swedish team has developed tools, in
which the existing heat exchanger network can be taken into account more accurately to identify true
excess heat on different levels in a plant. These projects have shown that identified excess heat levels,
both amounts and temperatures, differ considerably depending on the depth of the study, how much
possible changes in the heat exchanger networks are taken into account and if theoretically, technically
or economically possible amounts are considered. As a general remark, the identifiable amount and
temperature level of technically available excess heat seems to increase with increasing depth of the
study, whereas the economically available level depends highly on the economic and policy
instrument assumptions.
Use of existing knowledge of real plants or ”model” plants for different industry types and
identification of excess heat levels
In the third general methodology the method, in terms of complexity, seems to be somewhere in
between the two extremes discussed above. Available data bases on industrial energy systems and
process schemes are used, in several cases followed up by questionnaires, visits or interviews. This
methodology probably means much shorter times and smaller efforts than a process integration study,
as it capitalises on previous in-depth studies. Again, the level of accuracy of excess heat amounts and
temperatures depends most probably on the level of complexity and energy intensity of the plant in
question. Compared with a questionnaire approach, a difference is the use of available databases for
the energy systems. In addition, in a questionnaire approach, available data for these systems are of
course used, but on an individual basis in each plant with varied knowledge between different plants
of the portfolio of previous in-depth studies.
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Results from surveys
Results from survey projects, dealing with possible amounts and temperature levels of industrial
excess heat, have been compiled. All countries have reported results. The results are from recent
studies, thus adding to the general knowledge about excess heat availability, reported in the Task 1
report. They have been summarized in a large table, showing results from different types of industry.
This shows the huge of amount of data available in participating countries and provides an excellent
overview on the latest knowledge on possible available excess heat. Food and beverage, pulp and
paper, textile, oil and gas, biorefineries, data centres, iron and steel, metal, non-metal, chemical and
pharmaceuticals are important examples of industry types. Also, a discussion for each country on
contributions in addition to the table, is included. Examples are studies on regional availability of
excess heat and regional availability of heat sinks. In several cases, detailed levels of excess heat
temperatures are included. Unused heat and unused exergy levels are also reported in one project.
Several case studies, also reported by the national teams, deal with energy efficiency measures. These
case studies can be seen as studies for internal usage of excess heat, with amounts equal to the hot
utility saving (taking any power to heat pumps etc into account). However, in many of the studies,
remaining excess heat amounts and temperature levels, after the retrofit, are not specified.

Examples of industrial energy systems
In the discussions on methods and how to identify opportunities for increasing possible excess heat
amounts and/or temperature levels, see Chapter 3, it was concluded that knowledge about the whole
energy system can give very important information about such opportunities. By having more detailed
knowledge of some industrial energy systems, the different groups can use their approaches or
methods for identifying excess heat and compare results and methods between each other. It was
therefore decided, that each country shall provide more detailed information about a small number of
real industrial plants, based on results from different projects with industry. In this task, the aim was to
share and compile such examples, and have them as a valuable data base in different future projects in
and between our different groups.
All groups reported examples, based on a template provided by the Task Manager. Totally 17
examples from different types of industry have been reported and compiled. In most examples,
detailed information about streams, temperature levels, etc. is included.

Development of new technologies
The compilation of reports on technology projects have been on two different levels:
•
•

New technology development
System studies of new/emerging technologies

In Austria, several different designs of thermal energy storage devices (TES), in total 8 different ones.
In a system-oriented work, Austria has developed knowledge of novel power cycles, storage and heat
pump concepts (high-temperature applications) and their integration into industrial processes.
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The Danish national team has reported results from operating high-speed turbo compressors in a test
rig with steam as working medium. The compressor type is originally used as supercharger in
vehicles. It offers an attractive price-performance ratio.
Small high-speed turbo compressors are compact with high volumetric capacity, which makes them
suitable for compressing steam from a low-pressure level (around 1 bara). The compactness facilitates
easier integration directly at the process site between processes having excess heat (need for cooling)
and process streams requiring heat at a higher temperature level.
The tests in a test rig revealed problems with the traction gear oil system. Some possible
improvements for solving this are discussed, which require big changes in the system. These possible
solutions were not investigated in this project.
The Norwegian technology development projects relates to heat pump technologies. Three
developments have been reported:
•
•
•

Heat pump for extension of temperature range beyond 200 °C by using natural working fluids
An open loop MVR heat pump system using wasted steam from drying
Heat pumps where the cold side can be used to produce snow

Norway has also reported about some industrial case studies with new heat pump concepts.
The work in Portugal focuses on one of the more promising new post-combustion carbon capture
technologies using calcium-based materials. The possibilities of using excess heat in the cement
industry for the Ca-looping cycle were also evaluated using a simulation model.
In Italy, a methodology and platform has been developed and demonstrated for boosting efficiency
resources in manufacturing companies. It was demonstrated in a textile factory, biscuit factory and a
foundry. ORC and heat pipes were identified as interesting solutions.

Results from Literature Survey
A literature survey, dealing with the period after Task 1 (2015), was conducted. 80 highly relevant
references and some amendments from participating groups were found. The main topics for the
references were classified into
•
•
•
•

techno-economic studies,
technology focus,
estimation (and methods) of excess heat potentials,
and policy instrument.

The most common subject is techno-economic studies while policy instruments is the least common.
The division of the references between different technologies in the techno-economic studies as well
as between different global regions was determined.
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The Role of Policy Instruments
Different types of nationally used policy instruments have been reported by Canada, France, Norway
and Sweden. These types include general policy instruments for GHG mitigation, influencing excess
heat usage, tailor-made ones for excess heat and support/funding for R&D, demo plants and full-scale
plants.
Canada has reported an illustrative list of policies available in Canada. Policy instruments influencing
the use of excess heat include regulatory and economic incentives, as well as research efforts to
achieve technical improvements and the diffusion of information to promote changes in behaviour.
In Norway, the efficiency or impact of a large number of policy instruments have been evaluated,
including a recent set of instruments established after the conclusions of a national survey on available
industrial excess heat.
In Austria, existing instruments are being identified and examined with respect to their suitability
regarding increased excess heat usage. This project is still ongoing.
The variety of types of policy instruments and their design is huge, as is obvious from the national
reports. In addition, the definition of policy instruments in this context is unclear. For example, it is
very difficult to distinguish between different types of combined measures, such as subsidies, R&D
funding and e. g. the ETS system for CO2 charge. None of the national reports discuss more
quantitatively how different policy instruments specifically influence the economy for excess heat
usage. Therefore, it is impossible to have a general discussion on the specific consequences for excess
heat usage, based on the information on the large number of parameters and variations in the national
reports. It seems clear. however, that policy instruments connected to GHG emission costs in many
cases should be beneficial for excess heat usage in situations when the alternatives emit more GHG.
Due to the need for radical decarbonisation in society, policy instruments will most probably
successively change in the near future. As excess heat has very low GHG emissions in most cases, this
sector will very likely benefit from such a development.

Conclusions and suggestions for further work
Some general conclusions from the task:
•
•

•

All participating countries seem to have excess heat usage as one of their prioritized energy
efficiency areas, based on the many large projects reported from all groups.
Although excess heat usage is common in all participating countries, there is still a big
potential for energy saving in this area. The technical potential seems to be huge and there is
also a big economic potential. This is obvious from the many surveys performed, in which
promising opportunities have been identified.
There are also many hurdles for implementation of excess heat usage. Many opportunities
have not been realized due to one or more of these hurdles. They are, e.g.:
o Lack of proper inventory, i.e. the real amounts and temperature levels of excess heat
have not been identified;
o Uncertainty about integration, control and interplay with other parts of the energy
system;
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o
o
o

Different needs for return of investment between provider and user;
Uneconomical project with today’s policy instruments (but in many cases promising
with possible future policy instruments);
Excessively high risk due to uncertainty about future conditions.

All these aspects are summarized in the suggested subtasks for a Task 3 below.

Suggestion for a Task 3
Based on all inputs and discussions during the meetings, a suggestion for possible subtasks in a
continuation of the annex in a Task 3 has been suggested:
Subtask 1
Combination of methods for excess heat identification and quantification
Subtask 2
Consequences for excess heat levels of future changes in industrial energy systems
Subtask 3
Operational aspects, e.g. monitoring, control
Subtask 4
Risk minimization in excess heat projects
Subtask 5
Compilation of innovative excess heat projects
Each participating group shall make a contribution in one or more of the first 4 subtasks. Each
participating country, in addition to its contributions in the other subtasks, shall contribute with a
description of at least two innovative excess heat projects in Subtask 5.
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1. Introduction, Background and Summary of Task 1
1.1.

Background for the Annex

Despite political pressures, energy consumption in the world has increased by over 30% in the last
twenty years. Without a change in policy, further increase of the use of fossil fuels and the related
emission of CO2 is unavoidable in the years to come. Only the development of breakthrough
technologies can result in a serious improvement of energy efficiency as required by the energy goals
set by the different nations.
Industrial energy use accounts for a third of the total energy used in society. In energy-intensive basic
industries, such as chemicals, petroleum refining, iron and steelmaking, and pulp and paper, energy
systems are the backbone of the manufacturing process and crucial to profitability and
competitiveness. Hence, activities that promote efficient energy use with low environmental impact
will be crucial for the future development, implementation and sustainability of these industrial
processes. Changes in the efficiency and environmental performance of critical energy systems can
significantly impact the cost of production. The diverse and widespread use of energy systems across
industrial sectors creates numerous opportunities for energy efficiency improvements with potentially
broad international impacts. Industries and processes are where the greatest potential energy benefits
are to be gained.
The main background for the annex is the increasing awareness about industrial excess heat as a
potential resource for contributing to an improved economy and sustainability in larger systems.
Although industrial excess heat has been used and is being used to a large extent internationally, the
potential for an even wider use was considered to be substantial. It can be used
•
•
•
•
•

internally in an industry for primary energy saving
in another industry or other industries in an industrial cluster
between an industry/ industrial cluster and a district heating system
between an industry/industrial cluster and e.g. greenhouses or for other lowtemperature purposes
as a heat source in refrigeration plants for industrial or district cooling

Annex XV Task 1 was finalized in the spring 2015. A final report is available on the IETS website. A
short summary of Task 1, as well as a description of aims, areas included and responsibilities of
participants and task manager is done below.

1.2.
Short Summary of Task 1, Industrial Excess Heat RecoveryTechnologies and Applications
Annex XV Task 1 was finalized in the spring 2015. A final report is available on the IETS website,
see Annex XV, Task 1 report, http://www.iea-industry.org.
The Task 1 report (available on the IETS website) contains the results as well as a proposal for Task 2.
The main aspects included and findings are presented below.
In Task 1, Denmark, Germany, Norway, Portugal, Sweden and the US participated.
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Below, the main findings are summarized.
1.2.1. Methods for Assessing Industrial Excess Heat
Several approaches for performing inventories of excess heat amounts, temperature levels and types
(air, water, gases, etc.) have been developed and applied.
Normally, methods for identifying excess heat is classified as either top-down or bottom-up methods.
Furthermore, the identified potentials could be the theoretical, technical or economic potential. The
term theoretical potential is ambiguous, e.g. whether it relates to the thermodynamic potential or not.
The top-down approach: Starting from the primary energy use, assumptions about efficiencies and
distribution of the energy use allows to estimate the excess heat potential for different sectors. The
method hardly allows to conclude on excess heat temperature levels and availability.
The bottom-up approach: Using questionnaires, or even measurements, specific data from
representative companies and sites is collected. Depending on the level of detail of the questionnaire
this method allows drawing conclusions on the technical potential for a given company or sector.
Measurements are by far the most complex method. A number of companies/sites needs to be screened
and there could be a conflict with confidentiality of process data.
1.2.2. Availability of Industrial Excess Heat in Different Types of Industry
Through literature surveys and inputs from country participants, a compilation of existing studies
regarding excess heat amounts, temperature levels and phase (steam, water, air, gases) in industry has
been performed. Industry types include food, pulp and paper, chemical plants, iron and steel, cement,
oil refineries and aluminium. This compilation was presented on a country basis. The countries
included are Norway, Denmark, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, UK, Canada, US, France, China and
Sweden. All country reports are included in the Annex XV, Task 1 report, see https://iea-industry.org.
1.2.3. Technologies and systems for excess heat recovery/usage
Technologies for excess heat recovery/usage can be classified as belonging to one of the groups
•
•
•

Direct use without upgrading
Use after upgrading, through heat pumping
Power generation

In systems with fluctuating or intermittent excess heat amounts, heat storage can be an interesting or
necessary part of an excess heat recovery system. This important area is studied in another TCP, ECES
(Energy Conservation through Energy Storage). This area is therefore not included in this report.
Traditional technologies discussed are heat exchangers, industrial heat pumps, heat to district heating
systems, or from industry to industry, district cooling, low temperature applications (e. g. greenhouses)
and power generation in e. g. CHP plants. Emerging technologies and applications are new types of
power generation technologies (Organic Rankine cycles, thermoelectric devices) as well as usage for
drying (e. g. biomass) and in integrated biorefineries. One example of a future technology is industrial
CCS, in which heating (at relatively low temperatures) would be the by far most expensive part
without the use of excess heat.
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The main technologies/applications investigated in ongoing and planned pilot/demo projects in
participating countries are heat pumping, Organic Rankine Cycles, thermoelectric devices, power
production at higher excess heat temperatures, district heating and internal heat recovery.
1.2.4. Policy instruments and Climate Consequences
All participating countries have or will have policy instruments of different types influencing the use
of excess heat, both internally and externally.
The existing or possible policy instruments for external use can be divided into at least four different
categories (of course number and types of instruments vary from country to country):
•
•
•
•

Regulatory/Administrative
Economic/Taxes/Subsidy
Information/Behavioural changes
Technical improvements/Research

The possible influence on the use of excess heat of these different categories is positive, neutral or
negative, as is shown in the report.
One of the most important policy instruments for excess heat use will be the ones directed towards
GHG emissions, especially for CO2. Regardless of how this is done fiscally, a charge on CO2 will
influence also future prices for fuel and emissions, which will have a high influence on the economy
for excess heat. To meet the uncertainties about the possible levels, different scenarios have been
developed by many organizations. One important example is IEA, which has developed three different
scenarios with very varying future CO2 charges. The influence on the economic viability of future
possible CO2 charges was identified to be an important area for further work.
1.2.5. Knowledge gaps and suggestion for further work
This report deals with most major aspects of industrial excess heat. There are, however, some areas
not included. Main examples are:
•
•
•

Different public attitudes towards the use of excess heat
NGO views on industrial excess heat
Business and market models needed/possible when using excess heat externally (including
cooperation models between cluster companies)

Some other aspects, being included in Task 1 but where it is important to go into more depth in further
work were the ones, which were included as subtasks in Task 2.
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2. Task 2: Objectives, Participants and Subtasks
Task 2 has been a continuation of Task 1. A description of aims, areas included and responsibilities of
participants and task manager is done below. The full description can be found in the Task 2 text, see
the IETS website https://iea-industry.org/.
The work in Task 2 started on October 1, 2016. End date was September 30, 2018.

2.1.

Objectives

The main objectives of Task 2 have been:
•
•

•

•
•

To enhance international collaboration in the field of industrial excess heat usage.
To create a platform within IEA for sharing experiences and findings in R&D projects in the
four areas
o In-depth evaluation and inventory of excess heat levels
o Methodology on how to perform an inventory in practice
o Possible policy instruments and the influence on future use of excess heat
o Technology Development
To improve the knowledge in participating countries of technical and economic potentials for
industrial excess heat usage, internally and externally, of experiences of and results from
inventory studies in different types of industry and different countries.
To exchange experience of conducting inventory studies.
To enhance knowledge about consequences for the performance, economically and in terms of
sustainability, of industrial excess heat projects of different possible future developments of
policy instruments and to identify future plans or trends for policy instrument development in
participating countries.

2.2.

Participants

The task managers have been Thore Berntsson, Chalmers University of Technology/CIT IE and
Anders Åsblad, Chalmers Industriteknik, Industriell Energi (CIT IE).
The task manager part has been carried out through cost sharing, funded by the Swedish Energy
Agency, whereas all country contributions have been carried out through task sharing.
The participants have been:
Austria
René Hofmann (Technische Universität Wien (TUW) and Austrian Institute of Technology (AIT))
Christoph Brunner (AEE - Institut für Nachhaltige Technologien (AEE INTEC))
Markus Haider (Technische Universität Wien (TUW))
Anton Beck (Austrian Institute of Technology (AIT))
Simon Moser (Energieinstitut an der JKU Linz)
Jürgen Fluch (AEE - Institut für Nachhaltige Technologien (AEE INTEC))
Anna Grubbauer (AEE - Institut für Nachhaltige Technologien (AEE INTEC))
Thomas Fleckl (Austrian Institute of Technology (AIT))
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Canada
Philippe Navarri (Natural Resources Canada – CanmetENERGY)
Bahador Bakhtiari (Natural Resources Canada – CanmetENERGY)
Serge Bédard (Natural Resources Canada – CanmetENERGY)
Denmark
Jens Mikkelsen (Weel & Sandvig)
France
Tristan Hubé (Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Énergie (ADEME))
Thomas Gourdon (Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Énergie (ADEME))
Youmna Romitti (Centre Technique des Industries Aérauliques et Thermiques (CETIAT))
Germany
Kilian Bartholomé (Fraunhofer Institute for Physical Measurement Techniques IPM, Freiburg)
Jana Heuer (Fraunhofer Institute for Physical Measurement Techniques IPM, Freiburg)
Italy
Miriam Benedetti (Eurac Research)
Roberto Fedrizzi (Eurac Research)
Norway
Marit Jagtøyen Mazzetti (SINTEF)
Alexis Sevault (SINTEF)
Michael Bantle (SINTEF)
Portugal
João Miguel Alves da Silva (Instituto Superior de Engenharia de Lisboa (ISEL) and the National
Group for Process Integration (GNIP))
Henrique A. Matos (Instituto Superior Técnico (IST) and the National Group for Process
Integration (GNIP))
Isabel Maria da Silva João (Instituto Superior de Engenharia de Lisboa (ISEL) and the National
Group for Process Integration (GNIP))
Sweden
Simon Harvey (Chalmers University of Technology)
Magnus Karlsson (Linköping University (LiU))
Igor Cruz (Linköping University (LiU))
The country reports may have additional contributors, see Part 2 (https://iea-industry.org/).

2.3.

Subtasks

Four subtasks have been included in Task 2. These are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

In-depth evaluation and inventory of excess heat levels
Methodology on how to perform an inventory in practice
Possible policy instruments and the influence on future use of excess heat
Technology Development
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According to the Task 2 text, each participant should contribute with one or more project(s) in one or
more of the areas listed above. The amount of work in each contribution shall be equivalent to at least
15 person-weeks/year.
The contribution(s) from each country is/are shown in the table below:
Table 2.1 Contributions to the Task 2 subtasks.
Subtask 1:
Subtask 2:
Subtask 3:
Subtask 4:

In-depth evaluation and inventory of excess heat levels
Methodology on how to perform an inventory in practice
Possible policy instruments and the influence on future use of excess heat
Technology development

Austria

– Methods for assessing excess heat amounts including use of pinch analysis
– Methodoloy based on EINSTEIN and GREENFOOD projects, branch concepts and best practice examples
– New financing instruments (TrustEE)
– Technology development
● Advanced operation strategies (e.g. competition between excess heat and CHP),
● technologies and systems for excess heat use (e.g. storage integration, heat pumps and electriciy generation),
● thermal energy storage (sensible, latent, thermochemical, Ruths),
● emerging usage of excess heat (internally or externally), process integration and process intensification
– Define and quantify the available excess heat in Canada for sectors "Pulp and Paper" and "Slaughterhouse"
– Evalute existing policy instruments in Canada and their influence on the use of excess heat in Canada
– Results and experiences from operation of a steam turbo compressor in a test rig
– Inventory and levels of excess heat
– Methodology
– ADEME’s ‘Heat Fund’
– Waste heat atlas

Canada
Denmark
France

Germany
Italy

– From project REEMAIN: implementation, verification, best practices for excess heat recover in three demonstrators
– Excess heat recovery for district heating using high temperature heat pumps
– From project STARDUST (smart cities): mapping of sources and sinks, techno-economic evaluation
– Inventory of projects implemented for excess heat utilization in Norwegian industry
– Proposal for a standardized survey method for excess heat inventory from industrial plants
– Matrix of available policy instruments with their effects

Norway

– Recent results from research projects in the field of novel high-temperature heat pumps
– Evaluation and inventory of excess heat levels in Portugal – some case studies
– Excess heat in the cement industry – case study
– Development and application of new methods for identifying efficient ways to use industrial excess heat

Portugal
Sweden

2.4.

1
X

2
X
X

3

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
(X)
(X)
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

Deliverables

According to the task text, the results of the task shall be:
•
•
•
•

a synthesis report on findings in the projects included in the task as well as reported in
literature, divided into the four subtasks,
one report on discussion points and findings in the workshops included in the Task (to be
included in Part 1 of the report, not as a separate report),
a recommendation for further work internationally (to be included in the synthesis report),
one report from each participant project (one or more per country).

All country reports can be found in Part 2 at https://iea-industry.org/.

2.5.

Meetings

There have in total been 11 meetings
•
•
•
•

Skype meeting 5 December 2016
Skype meeting 17 February 2017
Annex meeting in Lisbon, 26–27 April 2017
Skype meeting, 27 June 2017

4
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Workshop in Vienna about pinch methodology (organized by AIT) with participants from
AIT, AEE INTEC and Chalmers, September 2017
Skype meeting, 30 October 2017
Annex meeting in Vienna, 23–24 January 2018
Workshop in Vienna about pinch methodology, 25 January 2018
Skype meeting, 12 April 2018
Skype meeting, 18 June 2018
Final Annex meeting in Graz, 1–2 October 2018
(In connection with the ISEC conference 3–5 October)

2.6.

Contact details

Annex manager:
Thore Berntsson, Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden.
E-mail: thore.berntsson@chalmers.se or thore.berntsson@chalmersindustriteknik.se
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3. Methods
In this chapter, methodologies for identifying amounts and temperature levels of industrial excess heat
are presented and discussed (Subtask 2). Approaches included are the ones reported in the national
reports (see Part 21).
The different approaches can be roughly divided into the following categories:
•
•
•

Questionnaires to companies
Industrial energy system identification and process integration methodologies
Use of existing knowledge of real plants or ”model” plants for different industry types and
identification of excess heat levels

3.1.

Questionnaires to companies

3.1.1. Germany
The German project aimed at gaining a detailed analysis and determination of the amount of excess
heat quantities from a representative number of companies in order to calculate the excess heat
potential of the affected plants directly.
The most important challenge was the fact that the manufacturing industry is very heterogeneous:
Small to large sized companies use different technologies, machines and production processes, where
excess heat of various amounts and temperatures as well as transport media occurs. To achieve these
goals a comprehensive survey of a representative group of companies from all relevant sectors was
required. The procedure of this survey was as follows:
1. Analysis of the whole industry to determine the most important economic sectors with the
highest excess heat potentials. Based on this, a selection of five main sectors with all the
associated sub-sectors was to be examined.
2. Development of a questionnaire to determine the excess heat potentials
3. Implementation of the survey for the five main sectors throughout Germany
4. Evaluation of the results and extrapolation to nationwide waste heat potentials
The industry types were identified through existing data from the federal statistical office. The
questionnaires were detailed with three sections: Firstly, questions to determine the energy
consumption and energy costs incurred by the company itself; secondly, those which identify clearly
the excess heat generated during the production process and, thirdly, questions to determine the level
of knowledge and past efforts of the companies to use excess heat.
7288 companies were contacted, 2988 questionnaires were sent out and finally 588 questionnaires
were completed.
The experiences were that, due to the widely differing excess heat sources in individual companies in
Germany, a conclusion on the total excess heat potential in selected sectors is not possible by means of
a quantitative survey. Detailed information on yet unrecognized actual usable excess heat quantities in
1

Part 2 can be found at https://iea-industry.org/
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temperature that range above 200 °C can only be achieved by a more detailed continuation and by
expansion of on-site examinations with detailed analysis of the processes. For complex industries,
consulting and industrially-involved engineers would be very helpful for identification of hidden
potentials.
3.1.2. Norway
The objective of the Norwegian survey project was to share the lessons learnt from the large ENOVA
SF's 2008 inventory of industrial excess heat as well as a number of key recommendations from the
analysis of the inventory's results. This could form the basis to draft a proposal for a standardized
survey method for excess heat inventory from industrial plants on an international basis. Feedbacks
were collected from a key actor of the 2008 survey regarding the methods used at that time and her
own recommendations. The original survey template was also reviewed. In addition, a number of key
results from the analysis of the inventory's results are reported. Both the point of view of the survey
makers as well as the one of the users of the results, were considered.
The first feedback from the survey actor is that the response rate would be very low if the survey was
sent by post or email and thus if industries had to fill it in themselves. To ensure a high response rate
and successful survey, it was essential to take first contact by phone to find the relevant contact
persons in the industry and then to organize an interview, by phone or face-to-face. On-site visits
should always be considered if time allows, since trained eyes may identify excess heat sources that
might otherwise be ignored. Another feedback is that it is likely that not all sources of excess heat
within the responding companies were reported, often due to lack of time, data or knowledge to
identify such a source. Therefore, the overall levels of available excess heat are expectedly
underestimated. A third feedback is that companies with energy managers had a much better overview
of their energy use, the quantity of available excess heat and sometimes even plans for their utilization.
The appointment of energy managers is crucial for energy-intensive industries and their training to
accurately measure and report such data can greatly benefit their employers in the long term.
Regarding the collected data, the source of excess heat may be less obvious to measure than with
regular flow. It may occur that, hot surfaces and, especially, heat exchangers using river or sea water
as heat sink, might not be regarded as source of excess heat even, although their energy content is
tremendous. During the survey, providing examples of sources of excess heat as well as corresponding
assessment methods would both help to identify and quantify such less obvious sources.
Though requested in the survey, pressure data for the various inventoried sources of excess heat were
not reported (e.g. for discretion purposes). An indication of pressure, at least by type of stream
(exhaust gas, steam, hot water) would be of high interest. The indication of existing recovery for the
expansion work associated to the reported sources could also add value to the results. Similarly, the
information about pollutants in the sources of excess heat could be reported by type of source stream.
The results were also aggregated according to their geographical repartition, providing a great
overview of the degree of scattering of the available excess heat over the national territory. To
maximize the impact of an excess heat inventory, the collected data, their display and the extent of
their availability should be carefully considered. In general, opening access to the gathered data, at
least in an aggregated manner, would open the possibilities for further academic work around the
utilization of excess heat as well as potentially generate opportunities for innovative technologies and
companies to acquire a reliable picture of the industry needs.
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The national survey of industrial excess heat had a deep impact in raising awareness in Norway and
provided the basis to design new policy instruments to enhance excess heat utilization in the industry.
A number of feedbacks have been gathered to support the design of the next national survey in
Norway. These feedbacks added to those from other IEA IETS Annex XV participants will provide a
strong basis for a standardized survey method.
3.1.3. Sweden
The report from Sweden is a compilation of results and experiences from questionnaire-based surveys
in Norway (same as discussed in the Norwegian report), Germany and Sweden. In one Swedish
project, 85 companies were included, 49% responded and 33% completed the study. In another
project, 58 companies were contacted and 33% completed the study. The reliability of the received
data was a concern in both studies due to the different ways in different plants of reporting. In more
energy-intensive industries, having in-house energy managers, the data were considered to be more
reliable. However, it is suggested that a questionnaire is followed up by visits and/or further
measurements and energy system investigations.
Questionnaires are an easy way of collecting data of excess heat availability that could serve as a first
estimation of such potentials and accelerate the recovery of this resource that has a relevant potential
to reduce primary energy use and greenhouse gas emissions.
3.1.4. Austria
In Austria, a method, based on the Einstein and (for F&B industries) GREENFOOD ones, in which
questionnaires are followed up by visits, auditing, energy balancing and, in many cases, process
integration-based approaches. This is described in the next section.
3.1.5. Portugal
In Portugal, a questionnaire for excess heat identification has been implemented in several industry
types. Two sectors, the cement and iron and steel ones, were investigated in more detail. The main
conclusion of the study was that the approach to conducting the surveys must be different in order to
get more in-depth knowledge about the excess heat potential, requiring a greater involvement with
companies to increase the rate of responses and the quality of responses. Involvement with companies
must go through telephone contacts, conducting interviews and visits to the factories. The actual
questionnaires are included in the country reports.

3.2.

Industrial energy system identification and process
integration methodologies

Several projects using process integration, mainly pinch analysis-based methods, are presented. In
some projects, interesting developments of process integration tools, tailor-made for excess heat
purposes, are included. The approaches deal with both identification of excess heat and temperatures
and optimisation of excess heat and exergy usage, i.e. identification of economically feasible excess
heat levels.
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3.2.1. Austria
In the Austrian project a group of methodologies are used and combined, in which the identification of
excess heat levels is based on process integration methods (pinch analysis and mathematical
programming).
The approach is a close cooperation with each industry plant and includes the following parts and
methods:
Methodology based on EINSTEIN and GREENFOOD projects
Preparation and presentation of the auditing guideline developed in IEE project EINSTEIN which
resulted in the European standard EN 16247 and the GREENFOODS branch concept for the food &
beverage industry, which assists companies in that field to identify potentials for ecologically and
economically feasible energy efficiency measures.
Heat pump integration schemes
Heat pump integration schemes for drying processes are included in the national report.
Process analysis framework
New methods for the extension of existing Process-integration concepts were developed. These
methods aim for an increased integration of dynamic process behaviour. Time-dependent (grand)
composite curves give the opportunity to quantify potentials for the integration of flexible plant
components. An extendable framework was derived which contains the following features:
•

•
•
•

Process analysis of dynamic processes using extended pinch analysis methods
o Identification of excess heat and temperature levels
o Identification of heat recovery potentials using direct (heat exchanger network) and
indirect (thermal energy storage) heat transfer
Automatic derivation of potentials for storage integration (costs, ROI, storage design
parameters)
Automatic derivation of potentials for heat pump integration (cost, ROI) using performance
maps
Quantification of excess heat reduction due to internal heat recycling

All parts have been demonstrated in a food and beverage plant and presented in the report.
This approach means that the whole chain for understanding how to use excess heat is covered, i.e.
auditing to identify the energy system and streams, energy efficiency opportunities (including. e.g.
heat pumping and storage) and renewable heat sources, identification of excess heat opportunities with
or without energy efficiency measures (both internal and external usage) and optimization of
opportunities (i.e. economically feasible usage of excess heat internally or externally).
3.2.2. Sweden
From Sweden, two methods for excess heat identification have been presented and demonstrated. Both
methods are based on pinch analysis methods, to which new methodologies have been added.
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The background is a need for better tools to estimate the potential for increased excess heat utilization,
and for evaluating the efficiency of current excess heat deliveries from a system perspective.
Experience of detailed pinch analysis studies shows that data collection as well as appropriate
definition of scope and system boundaries have a major impact on the outcomes of such studies. Pinch
analysis of large industrial process plants can typically take 2 to 3 months to complete, and it is thus
clear that such studies cannot be undertaken for all such plants, and that there is a need to extrapolate
results of such individual plant studies to draw general sector-wide conclusions. Recent work by the
Swedish research group at Chalmers has attempted to develop such an approach for the pulp and paper
sector.
For the first method, an approach is proposed for estimating national targets for industrial excess heat
recovery. The approach is applied to the Kraft pulping industry sector in Sweden, and a detailed
analysis of data from six case studies is used to estimate a sector-wide potential using regression
analysis. The Kraft pulping industry is an important sector from the Swedish perspective, where it
accounts for about half of the industrial energy use.
In that work, excess heat availability is characterized according to discrete pre-defined temperature
intervals. This results in a temperature profile referred to as the excess heat temperature signature
curve (XHT signature), which is constructed by aggregating the available excess heat at specified
temperature levels and temperature intervals. Two different XHT signatures are constructed:
•

•

the Theoretical XHT signature, representing the unavoidable excess heat corresponding to
the theoretical, maximum internal energy recovery of the process assuming a minimum
temperature difference of 0 K for all heat exchange operations, and
the Process Cooling XHT signature, representing the current availability of excess heat
corresponding to the current cooling demand.

Based on this, a method for extrapolating from some case studies to an entire Swedish sector was
developed. The method was thereafter applied to estimate the power generation targets and excess heat
availability from the whole Swedish Kraft mill park based on the data that were obtained from the six
case studies and statistical data available for Swedish pulp and paper mills. To accomplish this,
regression functions based on publicly reported pulp and paper production rates were used to predict
the power production targets as well as the availability of excess heat from the entire Swedish Kraft
mill park.
In the second project, the so called Advanced Composite Curves are presented and illustrated in a case
study. The advanced curves are four pinch curves above the pinch and four curves below the pinch, as
described in the table below:
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Table 3.1 The advanced Composite Curves

With the aid of these curves, much more information can be drawn compared with the traditional
Grand Composite Curve (GCC). Major differences are that with theses curves, the following can,
contrary to the GCC, be established or estimated:
•
•

•
•

The distinction between internal and external potential for excess heat usage can be made
Excess heat opportunities on three levels can be estimated: theoretically (with changes in
process heat exchangers), using only utility heat exchangers and using the existing cooling
system
Real temperature levels for different parts of the excess heat opportunities can be established
The degree of complexity (e. g. number of heat exchangers needed) for different levels of
excess heat usage can be estimated

3.3.

Use of existing knowledge of real plants or ”model” plants as
well as experiences for different industry types and
identification of excess heat levels

3.3.1. Italy
STARDUST is a procedure developed in EU projects. In the Italian report this methodology is
described. In the case study included, the methodology is used for creation of a low temperature smart
DH system, including excess heat from local companies. This heat is used partly in the DH system,
partly to restore a ground source in the system.
The preliminary study of the smart DH includes the quantification of the available excess heat so that
the following activities are required:
1. Scouting of companies. Considering an area around the three towers defined by physical limits
(railway lines, highway, the river, the slope of the mountain, etc.) and starting from a 2 km
distance from the towers, the companies lying in this area are listed. The companies are
detected through the online database of the national Chamber of Commerce and a web
mapping locator service.
2. Grouping companies by categories. The detected companies are grouped by:
a. distance (0.5 km ranges up to 2 km),
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3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

b. size (small, medium and big) in terms of employers and turnover,
c. sector (Supermarket, Restaurant, Swimming pool, Wine cooperative, Food industry,
etc.)
Typical process overview. For each sector, the carried out processes/activities can be detected
in order to get information like the present type of machinery, the temperature levels during
processes, etc. This kind of information is generally available in the European Commission
BAT reference documents or in different databases.
Identification of the most important energy vectors: electricity, natural gas, etc.
Identification of the most important energy users: refrigeration, compressed air, hot water,
pumping, electric motors, etc.
Identification of most suitable final users for heat recovery. The final users (a process or part
of it) are defined as ‘suitable for heat recovery’ when the excess energy is available at welldefined temperatures during a well-defined period of utilization.
Meeting companies. Once all the previous information is collected for each sector, a sectorspecific checklist can be prepared and the detected companies can be contacted (starting from
the ones closest to the towers or the most profitable in terms of heat recovery) in order to fix a
face-to-face meeting. Indeed, a site inspection would allow to rapidly collect information.
Alternatively, a short questionnaire can be prepared and sent to the Energy Manager or to
whom is in charge of the company utilities
3.3.2. Canada

Canada has reported a project, in which the objectives were to gather and organize relevant broad
information concerning the thermal waste streams’ discharge, characterized by both energy content
and temperature range for two Canadian manufacturing sectors: pulp and paper and food
manufacturing. The project approximates the potential for thermal waste heat recovery in only the two
selected sectors as Canada joined Annex XV rather late after its launch.
For the study, energy use data was obtained from the most recent data from the Canadian Industrial
Energy End-Use Data and Analysis Center (CIEEDAC) for two manufacturing sectors, pulp and
paper and food manufacturing. The published total energy use data was divided into specific
operations, by making use of models from “108 Industrial Processes”2 book. In this way, an overview
of how energy was used in Canadian industry sectors was obtained, as opposed to how much energy
each specific plant site consumed.
The waste streams or rejected thermal energy flows in the processes examined were identified and
classified according to the following classes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2

Stack Losses – defined as combustion gases and hot dryer air (150°C to 450°C)
Steam Losses – defined as low pressure steam (100°C to 110°C / 15 psi)
Process gases and vapours – defined as exhaust gases and moist air (80°C to 120°C)
Liquid Streams – defined as liquids (27 °C to 120 °C)
Other Losses: these can include miscellaneous or general process losses that were calculated
in order to balance the energy input and output quantities.

Energy Analysis of 108 Industrial Processes by Harry Brown, Bruce Hedman,
ISBN-10: 0135769922, Prentice Hall (May 1997)
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The methodology for determining waste heat streams of the Canadian manufacturing sector involved
combining information on energy usage from the CIEEDAC database (2015 data) with the modelled
industrial flow sheets for processes used in the two selected manufacturing sectors (from “Energy
Analysis of 108 Industrial Processes” book). This methodology is illustrated below.

CIEEDAC 2015 Energy
Data for Paper
Manufacturing and
Food Manufacturing

5 Manufacturing subSectors

Analysis of 108
Industrial Processes
“Models”

Matching
Sub-Sectors

Process Models
Representing
Manufacturing SubSectors

Waste Heat Streams
for 5 Manufacturing
Sub-Sectors

Figure 3-1 The methodology for determining waste heat streams of the Canadian manufacturing
sector.

The report contains a comprehensive description of excess heat levels in the two manufacturing
sectors nation-wide. It is concluded that the results for the chemical pulp mills may be slightly
overestimated, but not more than 10 %.
3.3.3. France
The French project is a combination of questionnaire approach and use of existing knowledge for
industrial energy systems.
In a big French study, manufacturing and oil refinery industries in mainland France were examined,
including chemicals, agri-food, metallurgy, steel, glass, cement plants… In this study, the CEREN
database was used. Created in 1958, CEREN (Centre d’Etudes et de Recherche Economiques sur
l’éNergie – Centre for Economic Studies and Research into Energy) is a statistical observatory with
the goal of understanding and monitoring changes in the energy market in France and containing more
than 7,000 sites across 130 industry sectors.
The database in the industry gives the energy consumption by form and by use, which makes it
possible to have:
•

energy consumption in boilers;
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energy consumption in furnaces (non-boiler consumption);
electricity consumption for refrigeration production (> 30 kW);
electricity consumption for compressed air production (> 30 kW).

And estimate excess heat for each type of effluent, with a three-stage assessment methodology:
STAGE 1: Attack the most power-hungry processes: furnaces, dryers, boilers
Fuel consumption in industry for energy purposes is split between:
•
•

furnaces and dryers (with direct use of fuel) accounting for close to 51% of this consumption;
boilers accounting for 39%.

Arc furnaces in the steel industry use 4 TWh of electrical energy and have been included in this study.
They generate fumes at high temperatures (> 250°C after processing) that can be recycled.
•

Aim for the most accessible emissions from these processes: fumes, mists

These gas emissions are in the form of fumes from furnaces, boilers and mists generated by dryers.
The temperatures of these emissions range from less than 100°C (certain dryer mists and boiler fumes)
to over 500°C (furnace fumes).
STAGE 2
•

•

Examine other high energy consumption processes whose excess heat emissions could be
recovered: refrigeration and compressed air systems which between them account for 20% of
electricity consumption by industry.
Aim for the most accessible emissions from these processes: coolants

These are coolants for air compressors and refrigeration compressors as well as coolants for other
refrigeration system components: de-superheating condensers and heat exchangers. These fluids have
temperatures below 90°C.
STAGE 3
Investigate other sources of heat emissions: cleaning water and industrial products that require
cooling.
These sources are:
•
•

wastewater from cleaning materials, usually at very low temperatures (< 40°C);
sensitive heat from three major industrial products (steel, clinker and glass), where the air after
cooling exceeds 200°C.

CONCLUSION
This selection strategy covers the main thermal emissions across all temperature ranges targeting heat
sources based on their temperature and then using this information to determine the best possible
recycling channels.
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For example, heat pumps can be used to recycle low temperature heat sources that cannot be recycled
directly by raising the temperature levels of these heat sources.
The findings published in this edition show the existence of significant heat sources that can be of
benefit to both industry and the regions in which these sources are located. These macroscopic data are
used to map prospective and technical heat sources on a national and large region scale in order to
identify the industrial and territorial challenges involved. They do not replace existing detailed studies
showing excess heat potential at the level of a site, territory or region., which will have to take account
of:
•

•
•
•

the technical and economic heat recovery context. For example: recovering heat from fumes
results in head losses that have to be offset, nor can all the heat be recovered as this causes
acid to form which can damage plant equipment;
the length of the network to be built between industrial and urban areas and the specific work
this could entail;
how appropriate the heat source available is to the needs of the industrial site or the district
heating system;
the problems that may arise when two different entities (public-private) enter into a contract.

3.4.

Discussion and Comparisons between the Three Different
Methods

Through questionnaires, information about excess heat opportunities can be collected with a
reasonably small effort for the industry. A main problem, however, is the low rate of response or
completion, reported from all projects. Some suggestions to improve that, according to the reports,
would be to make the procedure in a step-wise manner with telephone call, questionnaire send-out,
visit and discussion and a follow-up visit.
Regarding quality of received data in questionnaire approaches, it seems to differ between industry
types and individual plants. The larger and more energy intensive the industry is, the better knowledge
seems to be available in-house (through e. g. energy managers). On the other hand, complex energyintensive industries often have complex heat exchanger networks, which may make it more difficult to
identify the real excess heat levels, both amounts and temperature levels, without a deeper study. The
directly observable level may sometimes lead to an underestimation.
As discussed above, in the questionnaire approach, directly “visible” excess heat sources are not
seldom reported, i.e. measurable excess heat from different unit operations. This would normally give
a good estimation about available levels for industries, having simple or moderately complicated
energy systems. For complex industries, especially industries having a complex heat exchanger
network for both process heat and utilities, the identification of excess heat amounts and temperatures
can become more difficult. Excess heat can be identified on at least three different levels:
•

Amounts and temperatures of the heat leaving the coolers in the energy system. On this
system level, identification and quantification are easy to establish. This heat is also easy to
recover for internal or external usage (may not always apply for air coolers). However, this
system level represents the lowest temperature levels and, in many cases, the lowest amounts
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•

•

possible to extract. Cooling systems are in many cases originally designed at as low
temperature levels as possible, which is the best economic solution if the opportunity of
recovering excess heat is not considered.
Recovering of heat at the hot side of coolers. Temperature differences in coolers are in many
cases very high, due to design principles discussed above. In this case, the excess heat
temperature levels could be increased considerably. Opportunities to recover such heat is a
little more complicated than above but still relatively easy. The heat transfer area in the
coolers must be increased and the cooling system must be replaced by a heat collecting system
at a higher temperature. In this case, possible amounts of heat at useful temperature levels
could be increased considerably.
Recovering of heat at or closer to the theoretically possible levels. Most real industrial heat
transfer systems are not designed in an optimal way with regard to excess heat opportunities.
Temperature differences may be higher than necessary, coolers are placed in non-optimal
places in the heat exchanger network (HEN), etc. Hence, both amounts and temperature levels
can be considerably increased, if the HEN is rearranged. This means normally that more heat
transfer area and heat exchanger units must be introduced. It is possible to introduce more area
and units for the purpose of maximizing amounts and/or temperature levels of the excess heat.
This could increase both amounts and temperature levels considerably compared with the two
other levels described above.

In all cases, possible energy efficiency measures should be considered before optimizing the system
for external excess heat usage. This means that both amounts of heat and temperature levels differ
depending on how deeply a project deals with the three different levels above. These different levels
are not normally specified or identified. With changes in the heat exchanger system, both amounts and
temperature levels of excess heat could be increased. It is therefore a risk that the results from
questionnaires underestimate excess heat opportunities, if the industry managers have not looked into
these aspects in detail.
With process integration methods, a more detailed picture of excess heat opportunities can be
achieved. However, they need considerably more information about the energy system and more time
and efforts from both energy managers and process integration experts. These more advanced methods
are probably of interest in energy intensive industries, having complex heat exchanger networks.
Some new and interesting process integration, pinch analysis-based, methods and tools have been
presented and demonstrated by the Austrian and Swedish teams. The Austrian team has developed a
tool package, in which the whole chain can be studied, and the Swedish team has developed tools in
which the existing heat exchanger network can be taken into account more accurately to identify true
excess heat on different levels in a plant. These projects have shown that identified excess heat levels,
both amounts and temperatures, differ considerably depending on the depth of the study, how much
possible changes in the heat exchanger networks are taken into account and if theoretically, technically
or economically possible amounts are considered. As a general remark, the identifiable amount and
temperature level of technically available excess heat seems to increase with increasing depth of the
study, whereas the economically available level depends highly on the economic and policy
instrument assumptions.
An interesting question, not being discussed in any of the projects, is the economic trade-off between
the cost for a more in-depth study and the potential economic gains for enhanced excess heat usage.
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The answer depends, of course, on the conditions in the industrial plant, especially on the absolute
amount of energy usage in the plant and the complexity of the energy system and heat exchanger
network.
In the third general methodology the method, in terms of complexity, seems to be somewhere in
between the two extremes discussed above. Available data bases on industrial energy systems and
process schemes are used, in several cases followed up by questionnaires, visits or interviews. This
methodology probably means much shorter times and smaller efforts than a process integration study,
as it capitalises on previous in-depth studies. Again, the level of accuracy of excess heat amounts and
temperatures depends most probably on the level of complexity and energy intensity of the plant in
question. Compared with a questionnaire approach, a difference is the use of available data bases for
the energy systems. Also, in a questionnaire approach available data for these systems are of course
used, but on an individual basis in each plant with varied knowledge between different plants of the
portfolio of previous in-depth studies.
The level of detail reported for questionnaire approaches is not enough for discussing pros and cons of
different types of questions, number of questions, appropriate manager level at the plant to discuss
different types of questions with, etc. However, the results give an indication that these types of aspect
are of high importance.
In the reported projects, Austria has described a combination of questionnaire and process integration
approaches. It would be interesting to discuss how such combinations could be even improved and
possible benefits of that.
Short term and long term changes
All reported projects deal with identification of excess heat in today’s systems. However, due to the
need for deep decarbonization in industry and existing/planned policy instruments for that, industrial
energy systems will probably undergo a big change into lower future levels of energy usage and,
partly, novel process and energy technologies. This will mean a radical change in the situation for
excess heat. Excess heat amounts will probably change substantially, whereas temperature levels can
be both increased and decreased depending on what novel technologies and system solutions that will
be used. Hence, planning future excess heat usage systems using today’s data may lead to the wrong
decisions. It would be interesting to include aspects of possible future changes in the “background”
industrial system, when developing new or improved approaches/methods.
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4. Compilation of survey results
This chapter summarises Subtask 1.
In the Task 1 report, excess heat was defined in the following way:
Excess heat is the heat content of all streams (gas, water, air, etc.) which are discharged
from an industrial process at a given moment. A part of that can be internally or
externally usable heat, technically and economically. If heat from a process is used
externally and cannot be used internally as an alternative (see below about true excess
heat), it can be called white excess heat. If it is of biomass origin, it can be called green
excess heat (a mixture is also possible). If the heat could have been used internally
instead, technically and economically, it can be called black excess heat. Non-usable
excess heat is the remaining part of the excess heat, when the internally and externally
usable parts have been deducted. This part can be called waste heat. The often used
term true excess heat can be defined as white or green excess heat, depending on fossil
or biomass origin.
This definition was discussed in the Task 2 meetings and it was decided that it should be simplified.
Thus, the definition of excess heat used in Task 2 is:
•
•
•

Excess heat is the heat content of all streams (gas, water, air, etc.) which are discharged from
an industrial process at a given moment.
Usable excess heat is the part that, technically and economically, can be used internally or
externally.
Non-usable excess heat is the remaining part of the excess heat, when the internally and
externally usable parts have been deducted. This part can be called waste heat.

Also, in all quantifications of excess heat it is important to state the end temperature used in the
calculations. In the Swedish national report, for example, the end temperature was given as 60°C as
the assumed application was district heating while in other studies ambient temperature was more
appropriate to use.
It is important to notice that there are implications for excess heat in any energy efficiency measure
introduced in an industry. Any such measure means internal usage of excess heat and hence decreases
opportunities for external excess heat usage. However, one important consequence could be that
temperature levels of the remaining excess heat are changed.
Several of the case studies, reported by the national teams, deal with energy efficiency measures.
These case studies can therefore be seen as studies for internal usage of excess heat, with amounts
equal to the hot utility saving. However, in many of the studies, remaining excess heat amounts and
temperature levels, after the retrofit, are not specified.
In Task 13 excess heat levels within industry, based on literature and input from national teams and
from some non-IETS countries, were presented. In the Task 2 report, mainly from Subtask 1, National

3

Report available at https://iea-industry.org
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Teams reported new results based on survey projects and other material. The results are summarised in
Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 summarise all country reports regarding survey and case study results. Since the format of
these reports is different due to the nature of each study, the level of detail between countries differs.
However, much information from countries has not been possible to include in the tables. Therefore,
many results are also presented in the paragraphs for each country. All detailed information is
available in Part 2. (The information from France presented in Table 4.1 is prepared specially for this
Annex and cannot directly be found in the country report.)
Table 4.1 Summary of reported studies from National Teams. (More details can be found in Country
Reports and Excel-files in Part 2.)
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Table 4.1 (continued) Summary of reported studies from National Teams. (More details can be found
in Country Reports and Excel-files in Part 2.)
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Table 4.1 (continued) Summary of reported studies from National Teams. (More details can be found
in Country Reports and Excel-files in Part 2.)

In addition to the single industry studies from Norway shown in Table 4.1, Norway presents estimates
of the heat demand and corresponding temperature requirement for the Norwegian industry per sector,
see Section 4.6.

4.1.

Austria

In Task 1, the Austrian technical excess heat potential was reported as 15 TWh/year. In Task 2 the
existing studies were updated, and supplemented by other existing studies, see the country report in
Part 2. As the "low-hanging fruits" are increasingly "harvested" in Austria and thus low-temperature
waste heat sources remain as potential in the future, a more precise picture of the temperature levels of
the various processes is indispensable.
The focus in Task2 was on the sectors pulp and paper, non-ferrous, iron and steel, cement and ceramic
products and foodstuffs whose great potential has been identified in previous studies. Selected
processes were evaluated in detail and are presented using appropriate methods (pinch analysis,
dynamic process simulation, Dymola or SOCO, statically IPSEpro, Sankey diagrams) and evaluated in
terms of their potential for exploitation.

4.2.

Canada

According to the literature study in Task 1, the amount of excess heat for the province Québec was
estimated to 76 TWh/year, where Pulp and Paper dominated the picture.
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As discussed in Section 3.3.2, Canada has in Task 2 attempted to estimate the excess heat in four
Canadian industry sectors: pulp, paper, dairy, and meat products. The results are summarised in Table
4.1. The four industry sectors represent about 23% of the energy use in all Canadian manufacturing
industries, see Table 4.2.
Detailed information can be found in the Canadian country report in Part 2.
Table 4.2 Cross-Referencing of NAICS Industries and 108-Industry Processes “Models”

4.3.

France

A major contribution from France is the report “Excess Heat Inventory 2017”, see Part 2. It is
comprehensive national compilation including sectors, regions and temperature levels. The main
chapters in the report are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Excess heat
Industrial excess heat sources in France and breakdown by region
Excess heat sources in France from HWIP (Household waste incineration plants), WWTP
(Wastewater treatment plants) and Data centers
Excess heat sources near existing heat grids
Sources for electricity production from excess heat
Going further: The ADEME “Fonds Chaleur” (Heat Fund)
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In Table 4.1, data used in the report is shown divided by temperature and industry sector. Another
breakdown could be according to process and sector. This is shown in Table 4.3 and Figure 4-1.
Figure 4-2 shows the breakdown by region and industrial sector.
Table 4.3 Industrial excess heat by process and sector for France (GWh).
(HWIP stands for “Household waste incineration plants” and WWTP stands for “Wastewater treatment
plants”.)
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Figure 4-1 Industrial excess heat by source and temperature levels for France.
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Figure 4-2 Breakdown of industrial excess heat by region and industrial sector for France.
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4.4.

Germany

In Table 4.1, excess heat for companies in the five most energy-intensive industry branches is shown.
In the country report, see Part 2, unused exergy is also shown. In order to make the results more
comparable, it also shows the accumulated amount of unused excess heat and exergy extrapolated to
100 companies per sector.
In Figure 4-3, accumulated unused excess heat and exergy for the five industry sectors are shown
categorized by temperature. However, these data are based on a small number of evaluated plants
only. This means that a few plants with high excess heat emissions have a major impact on the results.
1 000 000
900 000
800 000
700 000
600 000
500 000
400 000
300 000
200 000
100 000
0
25 to 50 °C

51 to 110 °C

111 to 275 °C

Unused Excess Heat(MWh)

276 to 400 °C

larger than 400 °C

Unused Exergie (MWh)

Figure 4-3 Determined excess heat quantity for different outlet temperatures at 25 °C reference
temperature

4.5.

Italy

Besides the case studies on three different industries presented in Table 4.1, the country report from
Italy (see Part 2) discuss possibilities to exploit a foundry´s excess heat in the local district heating
system using high temperature heat pumps. The heat source is cooling water to cooling towers.
The main parameters influencing feasibility results are: the distance between the heat collection point
in the foundry and the district heating system, the specific cost of high temperature heat pumps, the
energy matching between the district heating energy demand and the industrial heat availability, the
number of furnace operating hours, the primary energy cost and the value of the energy efficiency
incentives (white certificates). Resulting economic figures (Figure 4-4) allow highlighting the most
impacting barriers. The main technical barriers are the energy demand and availability matching and
the distance of the heat delivery point.
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Figure 4-4 Payback time of the investment in case of partial heat recovery from the cooling water

4.6.

Norway

The national inventory of industrial excess heat in Norway performed in 2008 presented data averaged
from 72 participating Norwegian industries, accounting for about 63 % (ca. 53 TWh/year) of the
Norwegian industry energy use. The total reported excess heat resources not utilized in 2008 reached
19 TWh and were accounted for into two different ways: by nature (water/waste water, steam and
exhaust gas) and by temperature range (25-40°C, 40-60°C, 60-140°C and > 140°C).
In the Task 2 country report (see Part 2), the geographical location of high temperature excess heat
(> 140°C) is added, see Figure 4-5. Furthermore, an estimation of the heat demand by temperature
levels for the Norway industry is derived. This is shown in Figure 4-6.
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Figure 4-5 Reported excess heat sources with temperature above 140 °C in Norway.

Figure 4-6 Estimates of the heat demand for the Norwegian industry per sector for 2016 considering
that 60 % of the energy demand is for heating.

In total, 27 examples of implementations of large-scale measures for utilization of excess heat have
been studied within the following industrial sectors:
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Biorefinery (1)
Food & beverages (8)
Heat production & District heating (4)
Metal industry (8)
Mineral products (2)
Non-residential buildings (1)
Oil & gas (1)
Wood and wood products (2)

For a full description, see the country report in Part 2.

4.7.

Portugal

The three single industry studies from Portugal (see Table 4.1) are:
•
•
•

Biodiesel plant. The available information is relatively complete.
Synthetic fibres. Some data are not available.
Residues treatment. This refers to a specific part of the treatment plant

The country report can be found in Part 2.

4.8.

Sweden

As discussed in section 3.2.2, an attempt was made in this work to estimate the power generation
targets and excess heat availability from the whole Swedish Kraft mill park based on the data that
were obtained from six case studies and the general data available from Swedish mill statistics
(Skogsindustrierna, 2003-2015). To accomplish this, regression functions based on publicly reported
pulp and paper production rates were used to predict the power production targets as well the
availability of excess heat from the entire Swedish Kraft mill park. This study assumed that heat is
primarily used for district heating applications, which is compatible with excess heat temperature
levels above 60°C. The estimates from the proposed approach show that there is a large potential for
increasing the excess heat utilization from the Swedish pulp and paper mills. Figure 4-7 provides a
map of excess sales and estimated potentials for all Swedish Kraft pulp mills. For each mill, the chart
shows (1) the declared sales of excess heat in 2015; (2) the estimated theoretical potential for excess
heat availability, assuming that internal heat recovery is maximized; (3) the estimated potential for
current levels of internal heat recovery. Figure 4-8 shows the total amounts of excess heat for these
three categories, for the entire Swedish Kraft pulping sector. In particular, the theoretical target is
about twice as much as the heat sold in 2015. The target estimated based on the current Process
Cooling XHT signature, which represents the maximum amount of excess heat that can be exported
from the mills at their current degree of internal heat recovery, is about three times larger than the sold
heat in 2015.
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Figure 4-7 Availability of excess heat above 60°C from Swedish Kraft mills estimated based on 2015
data and declared data about sold heat for the same year. Circle diameters proportional to heat
deliveries in GWh/y.

Figure 4-8 Estimated total excess heat availability above 60°C for the whole Swedish Kraft mill park
(68% confidence interval).
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5. Examples of industrial energy systems
In the national projects, a large number of industrial plants were studied in order to quantify or assess
possible excess heat amounts and temperature levels. Results from these are compiled in Chapter 4.
The reports from these studies, however, do not go into detail about the energy systems in the plants
studied. That was not the purpose with those studies. In the discussions on methods and how to
identify opportunities for increasing possible excess heat amounts and/or temperature levels, see
Chapter 3, it was concluded that knowledge about the whole energy system can give very important
information about such opportunities. By having more detailed knowledge of some industrial energy
systems, the different groups can use their approaches or methods for identifying excess heat and
compare results and methods between each other. That means that groups can improve their methods,
combine them with other methods and find ways of more close cooperation. It was therefore decided,
that each country shall provide more detailed information about a small number of real industrial
plants, based on results from different projects with industry. In this task, the aim was to share and
compile such examples, and have them as a valuable data base in different future projects in and
between our different groups.
Most of the national teams, especially those working with process integration, have supplied examples
of industrial energy systems in the form of Excel spreadsheets. The template is found in Appendix xxx
and some of the headings are: Industry Type, Process Description and Process Integration.
The level of information varies between the supplied examples and the examples could therefore be
broadly classified as “Detailed” or “General”. A detailed example includes both process description
and process integration information. Table 5.1 shows the 17 examples. About one third relates to the
food industry sector. The second most common sector is pulp and paper.
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Table 5.1 Examples of industrial energy systems included in Annex. (The examples can be
downloaded from https://iea-industry.org/)
Country

Industry type

Austria

Food and beverage

Austria

Surface treatment of metals

Austria

Detailed (D) /
General (G)
D

PIdata
Yes

Name

D

Yes

AT_case_2

Dairy

D

Yes

AT_case_3

Canada

Slaughterhouse

D

Yes

CA_case_1

Canada

Pulp, chemical

D

Yes

CA_case_2

Canada

Pulp and paper, TMP

D

Yes

CA_case_3

France

Steel industry

G

No

FR_case_1

France

Paper, tissue

G

No

FR_case_2

France

Cosmetics

G

No

FR_case_3

Italy

Textile manufacturing

G

No

IT_Case_1

Italy

Iron foundry

D

Yes

IT_Case_2

Italy

Bakery

G

No

IT_Case_3

Norway

Food, chocolate factory

G

Partly

NO_Case_1

Norway

Dairy

D

Yes

NO_Case_2

Norway

LNG

G

Partly

NO_Case_3

Portugal

Synthetic fibres production

D

Yes

PT_Case_1

Portugal

Residues treatment

D

Yes

PT_Case_2

Portugal

Biorefinery, biodiesel production

D

Yes

PT_Case_3

Sweden

Biorefinery, repurposed pulp mill

D

Yes

SE_Case_1

Sweden

Pulp and paper, Kraft

D

Yes

SE_Case_2

AT_case_1

In the meetings, experiences of using the template were discussed. Some improvements were
suggested which can be used in the future to build a larger database, see Part 2.
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6. Results from technology projects
Results from Subtask 4 are divided into two groups:
•
•

New technology development
System studies of new/emerging technologies

Most projects belong to the second group, system studies.
In this chapter the projects are briefly discussed. More detailed information can be found in the
country reports in Part 2.

6.1.

Development of new technologies

6.1.1. Austria
The technology development projects from Austria relates to Thermal Energy Storage technologies
(TES). The following technologies are discussed in the country report (see Part 2):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Active Sensible TES Systems with Liquid HTM
Active Sensible TES Systems with Solid HTM
Passive Sensible TES Systems
Horizontal Fin Tubes using high density polyethylene as PCM
Vertical Fin Tube TES based on Nitrate Salts as PCM
Hybrid sensible - latent heat storage
Hybrid TES combining Ruths steam storage, PCM and electrical heating

The first three systems in the list are developed by IET TUW for use in the steel industry where waste
heat typically arrives in cycle times of 30 minutes. The technologies can be distinguished into active
systems, where the storage material is also heat transfer material (HTM) and in passive systems, where
the storage material is typically a solid material, and where a gaseous fluid is needed for charging and
discharging.
6.1.2. Denmark
The Danish national team report results from operating high-speed turbo compressors in a test rig with
steam as working medium. The compressor type is originally used as supercharger in vehicles. It
offers an attractive price-performance ratio.
Small high-speed turbo compressors are compact with high volumetric capacity, which makes them
suitable for compressing steam from a low pressure level (around 1 bara). The compactness facilitate
easier integration directly at the process site between processes having excess heat (need for cooling)
and process streams requiring heat at a higher temperature level.
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Figure 6-1 The compressor was tested on an industrial 4-stage evaporation plant in 2011.

After first having tested a compressor designed for air, a turbo compressor was designed and
optimized for steam compression at pressure ratios up to 2.5 and intended for use as a high
temperature heat pump capable of a temperature lift of up to approximately 25°C upgrading industrial
excess heat from a level around 100°C.
A test rig was build at DTU for long time testing, see Figure 6-2.

Figure 6-2 Water cooled 55 kW PMSM (max 12000 rpm) and Rotrex gear providing compressor speed
up to 90,000 rpm. Water cooling effects to motor and gear are measured separately.
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The tests revealed problems with the traction gear oil system in terms of:
1. The flow through the internal oil pumps is insufficient to keep the oil temperature rise at an
acceptable low level, when operating the compressor and gear at high load. The internal oil
pumps in the gear (one pump for suction oil into the gear and one for discharging oil out of the
gear) cannot easily be modified, as they are parts of an integrated design.
2. The sealing on the high-speed shaft between the gear and steam compressor impeller is
insufficiently tight to prevent steam/water from entering the oil system. After less than 30
hours of operation, the oil has changed colour and starts to foam up when being hot. Speed
needs being kept below 50% of maximum in order to limit the foaming level.
3. After about 50 hours of operation increased noise level (bad sounds) from the gear is
identified and no further test operation is applied. Probably the oil characteristics like e.g.
viscosity have changed so much that the gear shows malfunction.
A solution could be to implement a new improved sealing design for the high-speed shaft sealing e.g.
as a double sealing with intermediate drainage to surroundings for ensuring that no water mixes up
with oil. This will require major design change of the gear housing as there is very limited space
available for the sealing in the present design.
The oil pumping capacity (flow rate) of the internal pumps are too low for ensuring a sufficient and
reliable cooling of the oil flow. To change this will require a modified design of the gear.
The full report is found in Part 2.
6.1.3. Norway
The Norwegian technology development projects relates to heat pump technologies, see the country
report in Part 2. The reported projects are:
•
•
•

KPN HeatUp (high temperature heat pump)
DryF (high temperature heat pump)
Snow for the Future

The aim of KPN HeatUp is to extend the temperature range for heat pumps beyond 200 °C by using
natural working fluids like butane, ammonia (NH3) and water (H2O), as these fluids have a global
warming potential (GWP) close or equal to zero.
DryFiciency is a project within the EU Horizon 2020 (H2020) programme, coordinated by AIT in
Austria. The research work has focused on an open loop MVR heat pump system using wasted steam
from drying processes where SINTEF Energy Research has carried out research on the use of a turbocompression system using steam (R718) as the working fluid.
The aim of the project “Snow for the future” is to produce artificial snow with a more energy efficient
process than today by developing heat pumps where the cold side can be used to produce snow, while
the warm side is used for heating purposes.
6.1.4. Portugal
The work presented in the country report from Portugal, see Part 2, focuses on one of the more
promising new post-combustion technologies using calcium-based materials, known as the “Ca-
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looping cycle” process, which endeavours to scrub CO2 from flue gases and syngas by using natural
lime-based sorbents and which appears to potentially offer limited CO2 capture costs. The main
objective of this work is to develop a first principles model to simulate different natural sorbents
looping cycle performance in a fixed bed reactor laboratory scale system.

6.2.

System studies of new/emerging technologies

6.2.1. Austria
In the Austrian country report (see Part 2), novel power cycles, storage and heat pump concepts (hightemperature applications) and their integration into industrial processes are presented under the
headings:
•
•
•
•

Analysis for Cement Industry
Analysis for the Steel Industry
Evaluation of novel Power Cycles
Test-Bench Measurements and Simulation for High Temperature Heat Pumps
6.2.2. Italy

The REEMAIN project, reported by Italy, was a four years project closed in autumn 2017. It
combined cutting edge knowledge and experience from production processes, professional energy
simulation, energy and resource planning, and renewable energy and storage to develop and
demonstrate a methodology and platform for boosting efficiency resources in manufacturing
companies. It was demonstrated in a textile factory, biscuit factory and a foundry.
The list of considered applications for excess heat recovery in the foundry is the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Electricity generation
Steam turbine for electricity generation
Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) for electricity generation
Process heat: heating to core drying oven
Heating and cooling
External district heating (already existent in Rimini, but presently not connected with the
foundry)
Internal district heating (presently not fully connected)
Internal district cooling supplied by an absorption chiller (presently satisfied by compression
chillers)

The ORC for electricity generation and the external district heating were the most attractive solutions
in terms of innovation and impact and the technology considered for recovering the flue gas heat was
the heat pipe heat exchanger (HPHE).
The full country report can be found in Part 2.
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6.2.3. Norway
FME HighEff is a centre for an Energy Efficient and Competitive Industry for the future, led by
SINTEF Energy Research. The goal of FME HighEff is to reduce the specific energy use in the
industry by 20 – 30 % and 10 % of the greenhouse gas emissions through implementation of the
developed technologies and solutions. Some case studies within the programme are presented in the
country report, see Part 2.
•

•
•

Tine Case study – High temperature heat pump in a new dairy plant
o The suggested HighEff concept was to use an integrated heat pump system. It uses the
heat extracted from the cooling process as heat source for a HTHP which can deliver
high temperature heat to the production process. The project was granted funding by
ENOVA and the full-scale system is expected to be commissioned by the end of 2019.
IPN Clean Tex – Concept for a climate neutral laundry facility by using heat pump
IPN Free2Heat – High temperature heat pump system for production of steam from excess
heat
o An essential part of the project is the development, testing and evaluation of a twophase compressor prototype for a two-phase HTHP system.
6.2.4. Portugal

The project form Portugal, see the country report in Part 2, relate to the integration of the Ca-looping
technology presented in section 6.1.4 in a cement industry. The possibilities of using excess heat in the
cement industry for the Ca-looping cycle, is evaluated using a simulation model. This will lead to an
estimation of the costs to implement this type of technology.
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7. Results from literature survey
A task for the Annex Manager was to carry out a literature survey on what is reported worldwide on
the subject since 2015. The survey is not comprehensive and does not include a detailed analysis but
does reveal the interest and focus in different regions and countries around the world.
The references where collected using the service “Web of Science” and include papers from 2015 to
1st quarter 2018. It was required that the title included one of the terms “waste heat”, “excess heat” or
“surplus heat”. Furthermore, the scope or abstract must include the word “industry. The search terms
are shown in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1 Search terms used in Web of Science

TI=waste heat AND TS=industry
Timespan: 2015-2018. Indexes: SCI-EXPANDED, CPCIS, CPCI-SSH, ESCI.
TI=excess heat AND TS=industry
Timespan: 2015-2018. Indexes=SCI-EXPANDED, CPCI-S,
CPCI-SSH, ESCI
TI=surplus heat AND TS=industry
Timespan: 2015-2018. Indexes=SCI-EXPANDED, CPCI-S,
CPCI-SSH, ESCI
As expected, “waste heat” was the most frequent term (75%) followed by “excess heat” (15%) and
“surplus heat” (10%).
After manually deleting irrelevant results, about 80 references were collected. Members of the national
teams have added selected papers published after the 1st quarter 2018 to the compilation. The
references are included in Part 2.
The main topics for the references were classified into
•
•
•
•

techno-economic studies,
technology focus,
estimation (and methods) of excess heat potentials,
and policy instrument.

The most common subject is techno-economic studies while policy instruments is the least common
subject, see Figure 7-1.
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Figure 7-1 Main subjects for the included references.

Most common in the techno-economic studies and in the technology development papers are different
power production technologies (Rankine cycles (ORC and steam cycles), thermo electric generators
(TEG) and thermo photo voltaics (TPV)). Heat pumps/refrigeration cycles and storages are also
frequent technologies, while heat exchange and CCS are less common technologies, see Figure 7-2.

Figure 7-2 Number of references dealing with different technologies for utilising excess heat.
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Looking at regions Europe dominates the number of references, see Figure 7-3. (“Global” refers e.g. to
global excess heat potential studies.) In Europe, Sweden has the largest number of references, see
Figure 7-4. Country could mean that the study is made for a specific country, but normally it is just the
country affiliation for the 1st author. Figure 7-5 shows the type of study divided by regions.

Figure 7-3 Geographical distribution of included references.

Figure 7-4 Distribution of articles per country of first author for the included references.
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Figure 7-5 Type of study divided by regions.
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8. The role of policy instruments
This chapter presents Subtask 3.

8.1.

Findings in Task (Phase) 1

In the final report from Task (Phase) 1, the following was stated:
All participating countries have or will have policy instruments of different types influencing the use
of excess heat, both internally and externally.
The existing or possible policy instruments for external use can be divided into at least four different
categories (of course number and types of instruments vary from country to country):
•
•
•
•

Regulatory/Administrative
Economic/Taxes/Subsidy
Information/Behavioural changes
Technical improvements/Research

The possible influence on the use of excess heat of these different categories is positive, neutral or
negative, as is shown in the report.
One of the most important policy instruments for excess heat use will be the ones directed towards
GHG emissions, especially for CO2. Regardless of how this is done fiscally, a charge on CO2 will
influence also future prices for fuel and emissions, which will have a high influence on the economy
for excess heat. To meet the uncertainties about the possible levels, different scenarios have been
developed by many organizations. One important example is IEA, which has developed three different
scenarios with very varying future CO2 charges. The influence on the economic viability of future
possible CO2 charges was identified to be an important area for further work.
One important possible competitor to industrial excess heat is combined heat and power
(cogeneration), CHP. The reason is that both technologies need a, normally large, heat sink. In a
comparison of climate effect aspects between the two technologies, performed in the project with
simplified conditions (for clarity), it was shown that probably the most important parameter for
reducing CO2 emissions through the use of excess heat is the build margin power production
technology in the power grid system. A comparison between GHG emissions from natural gas- or
biomass-based CHP and excess heat showed:
•
•

If the marginal power production technology in the grid is coal condensing plants, excess heat
cannot in most cases compete with CHP.
If the marginal power production technology is natural gas combined cycle (NGCC) or a
system with even lower emissions, excess heat is normally more advantageous than CHP.

These general findings are applicable to both fossil-fuel based and biomass-based CHP. It is
reasonable to assume that less emitting margin technologies will be introduced more in the future.
Hence, there is a likelihood that excess heat will be one important technology for GHG emissions
reduction in future systems.
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8.2.

Reports from National Teams

8.2.1. Canada
Canada has reported a large number of different types of policy instruments in Canada. Some
instruments are on provincial levels and some are federal. Policy instruments influencing the use of
excess heat include regulatory and economic incentives, as well as research efforts to achieve
technical improvements and the diffusion of information to promote changes in behaviour. The
intention of the report is to present an illustrative list of such policies available in Canada influencing
the use of excess heat in the country. A link to a full list is included in the report.
Carbon trading, cap and trade or carbon tax, is introduced in several provinces as well as federally.
The provincial level varies but is typically around 20-30 Can$ and will rise to up to 50 $ in some
years. The federal level is 10$ now and will increase to 50$ in 2022.
The Government of Canada contributes to the development and implementation of energy efficiency
measures through a range of efforts, including direct financial incentives; funding and grants; research
offices and labs; targeted legislation; research and development (R&D) programs. Some of these are
described in the report.
Various other policy instruments, from the provincial to the federal level, also play a role in addressing
industrial excess heat usage. A review of some federal programs influencing all Canadian provinces
and territories is presented. At the provincial level, both the provincial governments and utility
companies offer some support for industrial energy saving projects.
8.2.2. Norway
ENOVA SF4 commissioned an exhaustive study in 2008 on the potential for utilization of industrial
excess heat in Norway5. Beyond quantifying the available excess heat in the industry, the study
pointed out some key barriers associated to the harvest of this untapped resource:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Economic challenges, both in terms of profitability and capital investment
Technical challenges, e.g., low temperature levels of excess heat, duration, pollutants
within source flow
Technical limitations, e.g., availability of key components, interest in Norway as a market
Geographical distance between excess heat sources and potential heat sinks (e.g. district
heating)
Organizational challenges, e.g., difficulties to implement new and unconventional
technologies, culture and interest in efficient energy utilization
Missing political incentives and financial support.

Thereafter, the government, and especially through ENOVA SF, implemented several new instruments
addressing directly all the above-mentioned barriers, effectively impacting the utilization of industrial
excess heat in Norway. Incentives can take the forms of financial support, additional taxes or
counselling, for example.
ENOVA SF – Norwegian agency to support low-emissions society and industry - https://www.enova.no/about-enova
Sollesnes, G.; Helgerud, H.E., Utnyttelse av spillvarme fra norsk industri; ENOVA, Norsk Energi, NEPAS, 28769TU0001.
2009
4
5
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Norway was one of the first countries in the world to implement in the oil & gas sector a specific tax
on emissions from fossil fuels combustion. Norway kept the CO2 tax for oil & gas sector also after the
sector was finally included in the EU CO2 ETS in 2008, maintaining overall CO2 tax rates as high as
before. Approximately 50% of Norwegian emissions are included in the EU CO2 ETS. The following
sectors of industry are included: pulp & paper, district heating, gas power plants, offshore oil & gas
production, refineries, non-metallic minerals, steel production, aluminium production, ferroalloys,
chemical industry. In total, 137 companies were included in the system in 2016.
A number of effective ENOVA measures enhancing the utilization of industrial excess heat are listed
thereafter: (1) Energy management - companies in networks; (2) Support for introduction of new
technology for renewable heating and cooling plants; (3) Energy and climate measures in industry and
facilities; (4) Pilot, demonstration and full-scale innovative energy and climate technologies; (5)
Support to the introduction of energy management in industry and equipment.
To conclude, there is a wide range of policy instruments impacting the utilization of industrial excess
heat in Norway. Several were identified as successful due to their higher impact, especially within the
measures managed by the Norwegian agency ENOVA SF. The policy instruments in place, and
especially the financial support of ENOVA SF, led to a high number of technology implementations to
utilize available excess heat in the industry, either internally or externally. Part of the success is due to
the contractual requirement of ENOVA SF to account for the spared energy after implementations and
to match the figures presented in the funding application. Another part of the success of these
measures is the possibility to monetize the external utilization of excess heat for district heating,
whose market has significantly grown in the last decade in Norway. Research projects focusing on
utilization of industrial excess heat have also greatly contributed to raise awareness in the industry.
8.2.3. Austria
From Austria, a project mainly aimed at SMEs has been reported. It is partly based on EU projects,
e.g. the GREENFOOD one also discussed in Chapter 3.2.1. The project contains the following parts:
1. Survey and evaluation of existing policy instruments
In a first, step existing instruments are identified and examined with respect to their suitability
regarding increased excess heat usage. Special focus will be on the national realization of the EU
Energy Efficiency Policy and its (positive, neutral, negative) effects regarding use of excess heat. Both
internal use and the integration in energy networks and innovative technologies will be taken into
account. Further relevant policy instruments (CO2 taxation, technology research, etc.) will be
examined and compared within the consortium.
In a second step the demand of industrial companies will be identified and compared with offered
instruments as well as existing barriers will be identified. Also, barriers of external financing
possibilities (operator models, contracting, etc.) will be taken into consideration.
2. Development of tailored policy instruments for best possible (efficient and sustainable) use of
excess heat
On the basis of the results of prior works tailored and innovative policy instruments will be deduced,
developed and adapted and finally elaborated in the context of the Implementing Agreement including
innovative financing models like these analysed and developed in the H2020 project “TrustEE”. The
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goal is to avert negative effects of the analysed policy instruments and to strengthen the positive
effects and to position best practice examples.
Some results from the first part were:
Biggest barriers:
1. lack of financial resources and limited own resources,
2. long amortization times when investing in energy efficiency measures and
3. lack of appropriate financial support in relation to the investment made or the lack of support.
Another barrier is the limited access to information on funding and financing instruments, as well as
on technologies and possibilities for increasing energy efficiency
The second part is ongoing. In 2016 the Horizon 2020 project TrustEE6 was launched, which builds on
the results of the GREENFOODS project. The aim is to promote the implementation of energy
efficiency measures and the integration of renewable energies in the European industry. The
development of an innovative financing model and a digital, web-based platform for automatically and
standardized technical and economic evaluation of energy efficiency and renewable energy resources
projects aims to overcome these challenges.
General conclusions from the two parts are:
The results of the transnational survey carried out in GREENFOOS have shown the main barriers
hindering the investment in energy efficiency measures like the use of excess heat or renewable
energy sources. Building on this survey, a new survey will be set up within the work of this Annex and
will be send out to national industrial companies and consultants.
The financing and project evaluation method developed within the Horizon 2020 project TrustEE
offers an innovative and tailor-made financing option for energy efficiency and renewable energy
implementations in excess heat systems.
8.2.4. France
ADEME’s ‘Heat Fund’
Through the Heat Fund, ADEME supports the production of renewable heat from biomass, geothermal
and solar thermal energy sources, the recovery of excess heat and the development of district heating
systems powered by at least 50% of renewable and recovered energies.
Since 2015, ADEME supports excess heat recovery projects by funding preliminary feasibility studies
as well as investments.
Scope:
•
•

6

Recovery of residual heat from one process for use in another unit process
Storage and rise in temperature level (heat pump, Mechanical vapour compression
(MVC), etc.)

www.trust-ee.eu
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Distribution and recovery of heat for internal (heating rooms) or external (neighbouring
business, municipal district heating, etc.) applications

Rate of funding:
•
•

Studies => up to 50% granted
Investments => the grant is calculated in order to obtain a ROI at 18 months, but the grant
cannot exceed 30% (or 50% for SMEs) of total cost.

From 2015 to 2017, the Heat found supported 90 excess heat recovery industrial projects that saved
~2000 GWh/year for a total grant of 90M€ (includes cost of equipment and heat network
construction/expansion). In addition, 35 projects on incinerator optimisations have been founded
which saved ~1500 GWh/year.
The Energy Saving Certificates scheme (so called white certificates) may fund as well some specific
investments for excess heat recovery operation in a complementary manner of the ADEME Heat Fund
(a same project cannot be funded with both instruments).
8.2.5. Sweden
In the Swedish report, some important laws or directives on the European and Swedish levels for
policy instruments up to 2020 are discussed.
On the Swedish level, instruments for implementing the European Energy Efficiency Directive
includes different laws such as:
National Energy Efficiency Action Plans (NEEAP) for 2011 and 2014, The Swedish Environmental
Code (Swedish Parliament, 2014) do not mention excess heat. The Swedish standard “SS-EN 162473:2014 Energy audits – Part 3: Processes: Elements of the energy audit process” (Swedish Standards
Institute, 2014) mentions that the audit shall identify and evaluate energy efficiency improvement
opportunities, and under measures to reduce or to recover the energy losses it includes the term waste
heat.
The law SFS 2008:263 - District Heating Act (Swedish Government, 2008) was amended in 2014 to
allow third party access to district heating networks (Swedish Government, 2014a). If the party
interested in supplying heat to the network and the district heating company cannot reach an
agreement on the supply of the heat, the interested party has the right to request regulated access, and
the district heating company has to propose the technical and economic terms of the agreement. This
provision requires that the interested company pays for the studies for the connection and
infrastructure costs. The district heating company has no obligation to allow access if it can prove that
its operation will be at risk. The party interested in supplying heat cannot be already connected to the
district heating network as a user of heat.
The law SFS 2014:266 on energy audits for large companies (Swedish Government, 2014b)
requires companies with more than 250 employees to conduct energy audits. Based on the energy
balances, excess heat amounts can be calculated.
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8.3.

General Comments

The Canadian report is the only one mentioning CO2 charges specifically. However, the European
ETS trading system creates CO2 charge levels, which will increase with time from a low level.
In the Norwegian development of policy instruments, the most efficient ones have been identified and
used. This has led to a significant development of excess heat usage implementations, both for internal
and external use.
In France, there are policy instruments explicitly directed towards excess heat with governmental partfunding of such projects.
In the Austrian project, the main barriers for implementation have been identified. The final results
from the TrustEE project will be very interesting to see.
The Swedish law on energy audits in large industries is very interesting for excess heat usage. The
same law is introduced in all European countries. This means that the knowledge about energy
balances in large European industries will be improved considerably. However, all of that information
will probably not be officially available.
The variety of types of policy instruments and their design is huge, as is obvious from the national
reports. In addition, the definition of policy instruments in this context is unclear. For example, where
is the line between subsidies, R&D funding and e. g. the ETS system for CO2 charge? None of the
national reports discuss more quantitatively how different policy instruments specifically influence the
economy for excess heat usage. However, this is more or less impossible to do in a more general way
due to the large number of parameters and variations. It is clear. however, that policy instruments
connected to GHG emission costs in many cases should be beneficial for excess heat usage in
situations when the alternatives emit more GHG.
Due to the need for radical decarbonisation in society, policy instruments will most probably
successively change in the near future. As excess heat has very low GHG emissions in most cases, this
sector will very likely benefit from such a development.
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9. Conclusions and Suggestion for Task 3
9.1 Conclusions
The three different inventory methods, i.e. Questionnaires to companies, Industrial energy system
identification and process integration methodologies and use of existing knowledge of real plants or
”model” plants for different industry types and identification of excess heat levels, have all been used
in national team projects. It can be concluded that all three are relevant for excess heat inventory
projects. However, questionnaire methods seem to be most relevant and give more reliable results in
industries with a low complexity in the energy system, e. g. a simple heat exchanger system and a few
major excess heat sources. On the other hand, process integration methods give probably in most cases
more relevant and reliable results in more complex industries with large heat exchanger systems and
several excess heat sources. Process integration methods, however, are more time consuming and
hence more expensive. The combination of e.g. model plant knowledge and questionnaires can be a
way of improving the reliability from questionnaire studies in a less expensive way in e. g. medium
complex industries.
The number of studies on available or possible industrial excess heats, reported by the participating
groups, is impressive. The compilation shows the huge of amount of data available in participating
countries and provides an excellent overview on the latest knowledge on possible available excess
heat. Practically all relevant types of industry are represented. Also regional availability of excess heat
and regional availability of heat sinks have been reported in some projects.
Although several projects on technology development have been reported (especially for heat pumps
and thermal energy storage), many projects have had an emphasis on survey and methodology aspects.
Regarding policy instruments, the variety of types of policy instruments and their design is huge, as is
obvious from the national reports. In addition, the definition of policy instruments in this context is
unclear. It is more or less impossible to do an evaluation of all types in a more general way due to the
large number of parameters and variations. It is clear. however, that policy instruments connected to
GHG emission costs in many cases should be beneficial for excess heat usage in situations when the
alternatives emit more GHG. Due to the need for radical decarbonisation in society, policy instruments
will most probably successively change in the near future. As excess heat has very low GHG
emissions in most cases, this sector will very likely benefit from such a development.
Some general conclusions from the task, based on country reports and meeting discussions, are:
•
•

•

All participating countries seem to have excess heat usage as one of their prioritized energy
efficiency areas, based on the many large projects reported from all groups.
Although excess heat usage is common in all participating countries, there is still a big
potential for energy saving in this area. The technical potential seems to be huge and there is
also a big economic potential. This is obvious from the many surveys performed, in which
promising opportunities have been identified.
There are also many hurdles for implementation of excess heat usage. Many opportunities
have not been realized due to one or more of these hurdles. They are e.g.:
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o
o
o
o
o

Lack of proper inventory, i.e. the real amounts and temperature levels of excess heat
have not been identified
Uncertainty about integration, control and interplay with other parts of the energy
system
Different needs for return of investment between provider and user
Uneconomic project with today’s policy instruments (but in many cases promising
with possible future policy instruments)
Too high risk due to uncertainty about future conditions

All these aspects are summarized in the suggested subtasks for a Task 3 below.

9.2 Cooperation in a Task 3
Based on all inputs and discussions during the meetings, a suggestion for possible subtasks in a
continuation of the annex was presented by the Annex manager. All groups have expressed an interest
for a continuation of the annex, of course so far without any commitment.
The possible subtasks in a Task 3 are presented below. This is the result of the original suggestion and
comments from participating groups. A formal task text will be developed. Task leader will probably
be Rene Hofmann from Austria, with Thore Berntsson assisting. Task manager and national team
contributions will be presented in the task text. All groups shall participate in one or more of the
subtasks below, except for Subtask 5 in which all groups shall participate.

Subtask 1
Combination of methods for excess heat identification and quantification
Through questionnaires, information about excess heat opportunities can be collected with a
reasonably small effort for the industry. A main problem, however, is the low rate of response or
completion, reported from all projects. Some suggestions to improve that, according to the reports,
would be to make the procedure in a step-wise manner with telephone call, questionnaire send-out,
visit and discussion and a follow-up visit.
Regarding quality of received data in questionnaire approaches, it seems to differ between industry
types and individual plants. The larger and more energy intensive the industry is, the better knowledge
seems to be available in-house (through e. g. energy managers). On the other hand, complex energyintensive industries often have complex heat exchanger networks, which may make it more difficult to
identify the real excess heat levels, both amounts and temperature levels, without a deeper study. The
directly observable level may sometimes lead to an underestimation.
With process integration methods, a more detailed picture of excess heat opportunities can be
achieved. However, they need considerably more information about the energy system and more time
and efforts from both energy managers and process integration experts. These more advanced methods
are probably of interest in energy intensive industries, having complex heat exchanger networks.
In the third general methodology the method, in terms of complexity, seem to be somewhere in
between the two extremes discussed above. Available data bases on industrial energy systems and
process schemes are used, in several cases followed up by questionnaires, visits or interviews. An
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interesting possible continuation of this could be to use combined methods on new energy audits and
energy balances, now being performed and reported to governments in e. g. EU.
Possibilities of improving the methodological approach for excess heat identification and
quantification, by combining approaches described above, have been discussed and projects for this
are being planned.
The aim of this subtask is to create a network between groups working on and/or being interested in
developing combinations of methods.

Subtask 2
Consequences for excess heat levels of future changes in industrial energy systems
All reported projects deal with identification of excess heat in today’s systems. However, due to the
need for deep decarbonization in industry and existing/planned policy instruments for that, industrial
energy systems will probably undergo a big change into lower future levels of energy usage and,
partly, novel process and energy technologies. This will mean a radical change in the situation for
excess heat. Excess heat amounts will probably change substantially, whereas temperature levels can
be both increased and decreased depending on what novel technologies and system solutions that will
be used. Hence, planning future excess heat usage systems using today’s data may lead to the wrong
decisions.
In this subtask, improved knowledge of how future changes in industrial energy systems may
influence excess heat levels. Examples of such changes are radical energy efficiency measures,
biorefineries, electrification (based on renewable electricity), CCS (carbon capture and storage)/CCU
(carbon capture and usage)/BECCS (bioenergy with carbon capture and storage), renewable heat
sources, and industrial storage systems.
In this subtask, system optimization, taking possible future system changes into account, is a crucial
part.
Excess heat is usually and in principle technically available in a short-term perspective, whereas some
of the measures listed above will not be introduced earlier than in a 10-15 year perspective, for
technical, economic, and/or political reasons. Hence, the time perspective, and the successive strategic
decision-making are important aspects.

Subtask 3
Operational aspects, e.g. monitoring, control
Excess heat in an industry has usually short-term and seasonal variations of both amounts and
temperature levels. In some industries such variations are minor and substantial in others. This can
complicate its usage both internally and externally. Excess heat might be subject to different optimal
integration concepts and combinations with other sources. An optimised system must benefit from the
flexibility of the system and interconnections. Industry is overstrained by these possibilities and need
clear answers and strategies in terms of concept development, flexible control systems, monitoring and
self-learning assessment.
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Therefore, new concepts (online, predictive and holistic) for industrial energy supply systems, which
support the integration and works like flexible consumer for electric grids, increases efficiency by
optimal control of the overall system, as well as utilizes excess heat are very promising, using the
possibilities of digitalization.
Additionally, by combining the existing optimization problems for unit commitment and heat
exchanger network synthesis, additional savings potentials and synergy effects may be exploited in
comparison to the individual problems.
Data measurement, monitoring and control in excess heat usage and other renewable projects are
therefore sometimes crucial. Also internal industrial processes can be involved, as the whole system
should be optimized. Hence, monitoring and control serve two purposes, i.e. to make the whole system
operational and to optimize it technically, economically and ecologically in an online perspective.
Projects to be included in this subtask could be:
•
•

•
•

Integration of excess heat in supply systems
Development and/or experiences of control strategies for complex excess heat usage systems
in combination with other sources (renewable and conventional) and a strong link to the
process control itself (DSR, shift, flexibility)
Principles for optimization of excess heat usage systems with large variations
Monitoring of excess heat in complex systems

Subtask 4
Risk minimization in excess heat projects
There are several reasons why excess heat projects for internal and external use are not implemented
as much as could be expected. Some important ones are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Informational and social risks, e.g. moral hazard, and thus trust
Economic risks, e.g. energy market prices, dependences, excess heat market strategies
Technical risks, e.g. technical failure, wrong implementation, change in production capacity,
lock-in effects
Approach to back-up systems and quality assurance
Storage of heat opportunities
Need for innovative business models (including in industrial cluster systems)
Need for innovative economic assessment criteria and strategies
Uncertainty about long-term availability of the excess heat
Different requirements for payback periods between the provider and the receiver of the
excess heat
Uncertainty about policy instruments and their future development

There are several ongoing and planned projects aimed at risk minimization of e. g. the obstacles
described above in the IETS countries. In this subtask, approaches and experiences of these as well as
scientific projects identifying opportunities will be shared and discussed.
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Subtask 5
Compilation of innovative excess heat projects
In participating countries, many excess heat projects are ongoing or planned. Due to the high number
of projects, it is impossible or meaningless to compile information about all of them. However, some
projects are of a more innovative nature, dealing with possible solutions for or improving knowledge
about the above discussed aspects for facilitating increased use of industrial excess heat. By compiling
information about such projects, we can achieve a good knowledge exchange and information network
between participating countries.
By “innovative” is meant a project having a novel approach to deal with obstacles for or risk
minimization in a real project. The task manager shall develop a more detailed definition of
“innovative” and a template for reporting in cooperation with participating groups. Such a project can
deal with any of the aspects discussed above in the other subtasks.
Each group shall make a contribution in one or more of the 4 subtasks above. Hence, it is not possible
to contribute only in Subtask 5. Each participating country, in addition to its contributions in the other
subtasks, shall contribute with a description of at least two innovative excess heat projects.
This compilation can be a base for a later development of a database for innovative excess heat
projects.

